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ABSTRACT

Today the concepts of terror and Assassinate, despite their historical roots, in the scientific literature of academic courses, research centers, media and even the international community have high importance and sensitivity. Dynamics of Assassinate, always unrealistic figures and advertising for it has created; a phenomenon that combines the concept is strongly influenced by the spatial and temporal. In this article we try to extend the historical roots of this political phenomenon worldwide and also begin to reflect on the kinds of analytical and explanatory approach that has been proposed to understand this phenomenon. To understand of this phenomenon has been proposed four approaches: Religious, Psychological – Social, Philosphic and Logical – Rational. The first three approaches to understanding and providing solutions to combat this phenomenon have not been successful and partly "Logical – Rational” approach could help to clarify some of these phenomena.
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INTRODUCTION

Today the concepts of terror and Assassinate, despite their historical roots, in the scientific literature of academic courses, research centers, media and even the international community have high importance and sensitivity. Assassinate at first, took down the thoughts and external relations in an aura of violence, insecurity, fear, revenge. Assassinate efforts and resources towards the development of national and transnational dimensions of governance, has undermined the national integrity of the political, cultural identity, social capital, international and global solidarity And world peace is impossible. In order to analyze the emergence of the measures in terms of the characteristics of Assassinate, particularly at the international level, they are faced with a conflict perspective and attitude. This disagreement

This disagreements an important factor in the evaluation of the impact of Assassinate on international relations, equal and fair dealing is prevented.

Study the causes of Assassinate has been less than required and what is now the world is running against Assassinate, combating terrorist group’s purely military solutions to deal with this phenomenon.

Assassinate is not a new phenomenon, history is full of acts of Assassinate committed by the various incentive and countless innocent human life is denied and security, liberty of the public is endangered.

But today the threat of Assassinate has become an international threat and there are fears that the spread of Assassinate, international peace and security compromised.

Assassinate or "shock of the century” with new forms of self has engaged the world:

Field research in understanding the causes and contributing factors in explaining Assassinate shows that the hypothesis of mental illness is too little, although some terrorists have paranoid schizophrenia, mental disorders, and have Narsystry. But the main causes of social are at the macro level and psychological aspects of the disease hypothesis minor.

The threat of terrorist acts, does not fit within a specific territory and has become a global threat. Assassinate, values that are the foundation of the UN Charter is violated, the values are: Respect for human rights, Rule of Law, Rules and regulations governing the protection of civilians in war, Patience and tolerance among peoples and nations and the peaceful settlement of disputes. For this reason thus far, the United Nations
The concept of nature of terror and Assassinate:

Assassinate is vague terms in the international arena is due to the complexity of the concept and its instances with a "crisis of meaning" in the definition and delimitation of its territory is facing. Assassinate is vague terms in the international arena is due to the complexity of the concept and its instances with a "crisis of meaning" in the definition and delimitation of its territory is facing, come from the construction of the discourse and propaganda.

As Schmidt and Jongman have said as much as writers for the concept and strong evidence of Assassinate "ink" on paper shed, as well as the terrorists "blood" have shed their victim (Dreyfus and Rubin, 22: 1379).

However the roots of Assassinate, assassination (TERROR) it’s Means fear panic. Delkhoda dictionary in definition of Assassinate, writes: Terror derived from French and by political means is the weapon that has been used in Persian (However, this definition of the word terror with equal abandon Assassin Action.

In terms of political culture, terror means "fear" and "horror". In Politics refers to the group to keep the power or fighting with government with specific actions, they terrorize (Ashori1368).

So often the terror, interpret the action that caused the panic fear that someone with joy and not per accidents.

So, not much difference between the two concepts of "terror" and "Assassinate", Except that Assassinate is a global organization, the school, and methodical in the face of terror. To be more precise, Assassinate, terrorist act theory and actually enjoyed the assassination attempt.

Thus, Assassinate, suggest a course of action that is contrary to the assassination of the individual and the task is done in the short term, Current group, organized and continuous coverage of the targets were more varied. Therefore, Assassinate is not a singular act or react Task, but also due to the formation of collective action and specificity that can be used in place of a political strategy or even the military. Its means a process which aims to help military terror and fear of scaring Corporation based on coercion and force, advance their views. Another criterion that can be cleaned by the terror of terror, the type of object selected targets. The assassination of a sudden surprise operation to exhaust the enemy. But the Assassinate with essence of political, social and defined operation beyond surprising murder. In fact, Assassinate, murder is not necessarily directed at a victim of violence, rather it seeks to gather momentum to abuses or small target population and community faced with fear and passion to achieve their objectives. Proverb, "kill a person, wan thousands person" refers to this fact.

Nevertheless, the international community has not yet reached consensus on a definition of universal and everyone agreed, this is because the definition of the concept of acting from its own national interests. Hence, the definition of Assassinate is full of conflicts and political rumor and not unduly “Who Personally, terrorists are freedom fighters of other”

Although the definition of Assassinate and even knowing the identity of ontological conflict between the government and different perceptions and perceptions of benefits and national security, it is difficult, but the proposed definition of Assassinate can be defined as follows: Assassinate, violence and frightening (Due to the sudden and surprising) at the same time conscious and organized political and ideological goals and objectives and even economic, Social – Cultural and individually or collectively or by any means (Since the end justifies the means) against innocent civilian populations who are victims of terror, not the main purpose. To be more precise, the product of terrorist Process is not attack to victims, but the target is Psychological impact, influence and change the behavior of an entity. As the result victims of terrorists who might: Individual, group, and even religious, cultural, political, etc., to listen carefully to ensure maximum psychological impact may be on target. So, Assassinate is the logical choice lethal force to achieve political aims of obedience and submission to the will of the target entity is a terrorist. Accordingly, some of the indicators and examples of Assassinate include: Bombings, hostage-taking, kidnapping, piracy, air piracy, hijacking and etc… That's about as terrorist crime is not little difference between states.

The decisive criterion of being called a terrorist act include:

1- The most important feature of a terrorist act, the nature of "violence" of it. Violence is not in itself the target of terrorists, they use violence as a tool intended to affect the main purpose of using fear of terror attack and generally the violence in its most extreme form occurs to leave the effect.

2- To create intense fear and attracted wide attention in order to take advantage of its effects on the audience and the main objectives.

3- Political objective, motivated by the ideology of ethnic, religious, racial or political.

4- Victims who are not the main goals of Assassinate but as a means of conveying the specific population and elected in accordance with the ideology of the terrorists.
5- Being organized with the support of the group, some believe that Assassinate is no coherent organization and objectives of the work although it should be noted that some terrorist groups around the world are able to act but these groups also teach their fans all over the world and specific goals and specific strategies they adopted the ideology of their group And action plan that can deliver drugs without damage to the body of the Group have not seen.

**Historical evolution of Assassinate:**

David Rappaport historical review and a new position with respect to the transformation of international Assassinate refers to the four wave.

According to Rappaport modern tourism started in 1870AD and has influenced the international system. Modern Assassinate in a historical cycle has occurred. Characteristics of each period of Assassinate should be evaluated in terms of the international system at that point. The first wave of modern Assassinate occurred in the 19th century and by non-state actors. At this point, the world witnessed the formation of a revolutionary wave of anti-monarchism, especially in Czarist Russia and throughout Europe and eventually America.

The second wave of anti-colonial and imperial Assassinate following the events in the world and trying to determine the fate of nations there. After the Treaty of Versailles after World War I. The various movements, especially in Europe, was formed mainly targets the anti-colonial, at this point, many terrorist acts in India, Pakistan, Ghana and Nigeria, and etc… was occurred. However, since the anti-colonial in many cases be of value and the support of public opinion yielded, this wave of Assassinate and political supporters will also be considered legitimate. The third wave of Assassinate (1960s and 1970s) in the Cold War competition occurred and Rappaport, according to the Vietnam War and the political process that had a direct effect on the wave. Also in this section of the stream of consciousness in the West to the Third World also grew. Also in this section of the stream of consciousness in the West to the Third World also grew and western masses, especially the youth, were sensitive to the fate of the Third World the flow section of the New Left in the West approaches to issues of domestic and international criticism of Western society.

In Rappaport opinion the fourth wave of Assassinate was in 1979 and is intensifying. Rappaport called this wave as the ideology wave of Assassinate.

In general, the perspective of the evolution of the wave theory of Assassinate Rappaport linked to Assassinate is a conceptual innovation, however, the theory is not perfect.

**Kind of Assassinate in term of the history:**

In Theories the phenomenon of Assassinate, in terms of historical objectivity, can be said to lie in any particular form taken from historical period’s Assassinate. It seems that here is the division of the existing division of objectivity and historicity of human being.

1- **Traditional Assassinate:**

In the old days the demands of the political systems in the world, the vast dimensions of Assassinate not only within the circle of political power constraints that is Separate from the community and much of the political power brokers against each other to be employed. As a result, in the traditional system, the phenomenon of Assassinate occurs outside the context of a non-political and the general public on the issue of Assassinate is not drawn. May be non-political people entered the event of a terrorist involved but in the end, Assassinate or claims related to the power and political power in a power struggle with each other. Although it may be one of the parties is strong and the other weak. Traditional afternoon terrorists destroy physical targets that were chosen for their action to protest did reflect. On strategic planning and strategies to win this war against terror and the power to remove the other side, men were not included in a collective or group. Thus, in ancient times, has been fighting Assassinate in the replacement. Traditional Assassinate, to pave physical barriers in order the way to political power. However, political assassination in ancient times and even under totalitarianism in Europe in modern times, is a very rare phenomenon, But in modern times this phenomenon has expanded strongly.

2- **Modern Assassinate:**

With the development of democratic political systems of practical power system power, People as a nation have become one of the players in the political power and have played a role in the political transition process. But like ancient times, the power to force a political actor by another actor, is not simple and easy. Players in the political power to conduct its political significance Actions that people should act now because they have a political actor. Thus, from an historical perspective, different forms of systemic, despite the different political contexts and diverse occurred and even the various intellectual, religious, psychological, social, etc. have occurred but the one to have a common origin “All of them have been associated with the rise of democracy and nationalism”.
However, the characteristics of Assassinate in the modern era, people are drawn to scenes of war and strategies people use in direct and indirect for power and privileges. Direct political power to physically remove the nut and indirectly through intimidation and threats to kill people, and some people came there with a terrorist act so that the pressure on their governments so the government has come up against the problem of Assassinate and will lose its legitimacy. On the other democratic governments to try to advance their democratic arms not and problem solve as much as possible to meet the demands of terrorists.

Finally the modern Assassinate, terrorist acts, not only government officials in order to gain political power and privilege but across the democratic system and primarily with the use of mass media and advertising tool.

3- Postmodern Assassinate:

The postmodern Assassinate indeed deepening of the complex and terrorist events in communities. That is the traditional and modern terrorist movements have continued in communities and will continue. Yet another layer of different layers of society is involved in this phenomenon. The development of communication in today's world, national borders have seen the light. Supranational and sub-national organizations have more power and authority in the field of national governments declined. As a result, the space for the emergence of private organizations and groups has been opened. "Globalization" is also an opportunity for terrorists to achieve their goals provided. They are secret and away from the people and governments can establish and survive and even through apart from killing other people, reach their goals. In post-modern Assassinate necessarily, human life is not at risk. Although people may be victimized in this way. However, similar problems will arise. For example, terrorists have become common criminals, financial market manipulation and some traders become healthy and honest.

4- Nuclear Assassinate:

Nuclear weapons can cause profound changes in the nature of war. Nuclear power cannot for fear of uncontrollable escalation of the conflict into a full-scale nuclear war in which "victory" in the classical definition of the term is unattainable, so use his nuclear device against other nuclear powers.

Even the limited non-nuclear war between nuclear powers should be avoided because the results are quite unpredictable and unstable conditions. As a result, lethal force to achieve political goals for the performance to be used in a different way. In the past, what is the most volatile and unpredictable deadly force for political purposes, it is now the most stable form. Instead of relying on the unlimited all-out war involving the mobilization of a wide range of decisions, economic, social, political and nations, State conflicts are often missing in their use of military force will be used instead. Terms of the atomic age, the use of Assassinate as an efficient means to influence the political agenda especially in the conflict between the powers with nuclear weapons and allies has made possible.

Hanel from quotes Gaucher writes: The fact is that when a massive mobilization of people without irreparable damage requires an engagement with the world is difficult, Assassinate is likely to be an alternative to the classic look “Some observers believe Assassinate under the tutelage of the state of war is not a new problem”. For example Hylke Tromp Dutch political scientist believes that Assassinate is replaced by a "third word war that totally unexpected form of chronic war due to terrorist methods adopted". So, very clearly Assassinate as a means of dispute settlement under conditions effective to treat common atomic age.

5- Virtual Assassinate (cyber Assassinate):

Today, the world of media. Every day more and more people and structures are vital, and are dependent on computer networks and any community or group cannot, without access to computers, along with other communities make progress. Even people in their daily life with the media and computers, the vital need - to meet their biological, exchange information with each other, they earn profits, business and etc. but as much as computers welfare and reduce the suffering of the people in their lives and labors are positive, as the basis for terrorist acts are devastating to the "virtual Assassinate" they say.

The virtual terrorists use of the Internet and computer networks and facilities that create these networks with the aim of destroying the infrastructure of a society Such as energy, transportation, government activities and influence of a government, citizens, groups, etc.

The terrorists are using computers can cause panic among the people and by disabling technical facilities, computers and even cultural, political, economic and social life of the people associated with it and in Large-scale losses and brought them widely, the media start killing. In this way, as well as the threat of further attacks, the front side of their points. However, with today's computer world is a world where every moment of life is threatened by terrorists and this concerns the possibility of This concerns the possibility of this happening more and more people suffer from panic the day to exercise.
Ingredients of Consistency of terrorist groups:

1- **Identity:**
   
   Personal and political identities are often projects that we are involved in them. Identity not only by mental mechanisms but also create an identity, a social process and the rediscovery of the "self" may be due to the collective process. Personal and political identities are often projects that we are involved in them. Identity not only by mental mechanisms but also create an identity, a social process and the rediscovery of the "self" may be due to the collective process.

   Collective action cannot be without my "we" that have common features and specific correlation is done. Despite the diversity of goals and objectives considered terrorists in their rhetoric and oratory of a "we" shocking finds expression. The term "us versus them" kind of authoritarianism and radical opposition is without the slightest hesitation or equivocation leave the listener's mind. "They" means the ruling class, are the source of all the circumstances, quite the contrary, "our" freedom fighters, who forced his honesty and integrity are burnt. So if problems "us" from "them" is caused due to "psychological logic" a terrorist needs to be taken out of the way. The only thing that can be done ethically and fairly. With the adoption of the original assumptions, logic flow is perfect. On the other hand, identity is not a prerequisite for collective action. It is true that the identity of the social actors to behave in a certain period subsequent to them. Terrorist act occurs when the terrorists are able to define themselves, other actors and linking their content in their own relationships. Exactly the same sense that a particular terrorist act, strengthened or weakened.

   The evolution of collective action and incentives led to redefine the identity continuity. The process of creating a collective identity are an integral part of collective action. "Collective identity, certainly influenced by conscious efforts to create a skilled actor symbol detector is placed. In other words, the collective identity is partly due to the strategic action."

   In fact, we can say that all terrorists, religious groups, ethnic, nationalist, political and social, that they target people personal or group, simply because the terrorists for their terrorist action is to "own" the world of violent, evil, aggressive and brutal "they" are protected.

2- **Psychological logic:**

   Although the constituent members of terrorist groups in many of their characteristics are not shared together. But most members of the group will be affected by the character. Many people belonging to a terrorist group belonging to the first real find. They are virtually on the terrorist group feel important. Wilfred Bion has proven that when people are active in a group environment, judgment and their individual behavior is strongly influenced by group dynamics is a powerful attraction. Bion findings in understanding the dynamics of a terrorist act is helpful.

   Bion believes in each group, there are two opposing forces assigned:

   A) **The main trends of group:**

   Aspect of the group is on track to achieve the objectives targeted by the way it goes.

   B) **The group mentality:**

   Groups in their tasks are often defined objectives spoil. They act as if they are affected by a number of key assumptions. The default is the same as the original subjectivity.

   Bion these psychological factors are identified in three categories:

   1- The "fight or flight" in which terrorists see themselves in relation to the world and justify its existence or a threat to the outside world search. This case, the group was forced to behave as if to protect themselves or to possible war against their enemies or their possible escape.

   2- The "dependency" that groups tend to follow a charismatic leader returns. In these circumstances the independent judgment of its members are subject to the commands of the master.

   3- The "severe emotional suspension" for the group, the Savior Messiah so that the integrity of the group members and creates a new world.

   One consequence of group thinking, risky decisions by groups.

   Simel and Minix group of military officers chose America and during the investigation they found that groups with options which may be requested by individuals without group, often choose risky options the driving forces that have led to the risky choices Terrorist attacks, high loss to account for the logical entailment want to run. The investigation of "International Task Force for Prevention of Nuclear Assassinate" It was concluded that internal constraints against incredible odds of nuclear Assassinate is fading. The main reason for the increased risk of nuclear Assassinate poses risk group dynamics can be seen in terrorist groups.

**Strategic Logic:**

   If look at the parametric angle to the collective behavior of terrorists, first, a small group of privileged, trying to get the benefit of the collective wisdom to know the condition. But large groups somewhat dormant
and collective efforts are not successful. Secondly, some groups, punishment and rewards provided that they make a difference in people's rational calculations, the effects are sufficient.

On the other hand, external threats also affect the cohesion and solidarity groups. Since the dynamics and structure are different types of Assassinate, different policies for each group should be considered. Obviously knowing the policies of any terrorist group to areas of historical, cultural, political and studied. But as a general rule can be said to be a smaller and more independent, the result will be more negative external force. In other words, when an independent association with a terrorist threat facing the exterior, external causes have been reduced risk of internal divisions, Integration and solidarity groups against external enemies increases.

Undoubtedly, Assassinate, in addition to having the opportunity to be defensive. The group cohesion terrorist organizations in situations where the introduction of ideas and public fear of weakness exists, to overcome the poor, will become stronger, so Assassinate may be a cause of a decline in the opposite emanate. Weak fear of an underground organization to apply force may be able to demonstrate their power.

**Moral components:**

Morality, a component that can be used to explain the mechanisms of a terrorist organization. That is a moral obligation towards our people they require collective action. One component of the moral is the trust issue. The trust is working or if the parties are the same individual terrorist group Breach of contract and so will the other parties to the moral motivation have maintained a fair deal, they will participate in group performance and the issue of prisoners' dilemma, Theory of collective action, overcome the problem of free will and act passengers.

Socialization processes, feelings people attractions Assassinate than impressed and limited their ability to overcome their "moral" or fear of consequences increases and the "trust" them to collective beliefs harden dead and more determined to collective action returns.

The role of political culture and traditions and family anecdotes meaningful to institutions and individuals are extremely important. The purpose of resorting to Assassinate in order to satisfy the community, how to express opposition to the regime and the current values of the dominant society. Acts of Assassinate done by the groups Based on a common belief among the collective decision-making process, although the individual obligations, compared to the aspirations of the people are different. Assassinate is a political act, that each of its partnership with each other, engage in And collectively try to justify their behavior. This rationale suggests, the dominant social values and not the behavior of an individual, or a group of distinguished.

Ideologies are, in intensifying compliance, to members for collective action is effective. The terrorist group, a totalitarian ideology and absolute, becomes an intellectual justification. The ideology of moral principles, such as, the revelation is valid. In response to the question, how many people, in the form of a specific moral norms, social make up At the same time, violent anti-social acts stereo It must be said, to the extent that people immerse themselves in group formation, group moral terms, they will replace the individual terms. As Keransheviz observed during the investigation, the group as a selector and commentator ideology plays a central role, That according to his interpretation of ideology, moral knowing, moral and a licensed member of the group to be induced. Thus, if such an interpretation was based on an ideology that "they" are responsible for the problems "we" are, Destroy them, not only seems plausible, but as a moral order is considered.

**Approach in the analysis of the phenomenon of Assassinate:**

1. **Religious approach:**

One of the approaches in the analysis of the phenomenon of Assassinate, is a religious approach. According to this approach, each assassination and terrorist phenomenon, which occurs in most societies, attributed to religion. It is believed that the roots of violence and the nature of it, the root of every act of Assassinate, religious fanaticism is hidden. Discuss the role of religion in the development of violence and Assassinate, today in the form of discussions with other civilizations, more of their shows. Huntington argued in this case, the dominant theory of the "clash of civilizations", is one of these discussions. For Western countries, especially, United States of America, the Islamic civilization is more "Islam and Muslims." United States when confronted with a terrorist phenomenon, which happened to be a Muslim, it is attributed to Islam When the theoretical debates about Assassinate takes place, Because of this approach, it is assumed, that Assassinate is rooted in religion Islam is a religion and popular, thereby Islam is considered a terrorist acts by Muslims. Thus, proponents of this approach, when presented as a way to deal with Assassinate, they are given a military solution. In this way, the governments of some Muslim countries, or countries with Muslim minorities in carrying out its mission, the fight against Assassinate, is our ally. So they take over the world, hostile. America's new scenario and its slogan, war on terror, which is quite hostile towards the Muslim world, put the Muslim minorities around the world, in a pinch. Because the governments of the Muslim minority, with interest search, sensitivity and hostility toward America, toward Muslims and Islam With the motto of the US authorities, on the fight against Assassinate, without worrying about, act on the demonization of Muslims and violating their rights.
Thus this approach in explaining and understanding the phenomenon of Assassinate is inefficient, and cannot be adequately described and explained the phenomenon of Assassinate. Because, theoretically, this is the root of Assassinate, while, not necessarily the assassination, any religion or religious. For example, Shiites only, not to kill it, but the defensive, but it will boycott, Shiite sanctions, any aggression against the non-Muslim, non-defense situation, both personal and existential dread of death or defending the honor of Islam and the Muslim community (Feyrahi, 1383 P116).

The result of such a view is Shiite, of Jihad "Judd closed elementary and hostility toward non-Muslims that, despite differences of religion and belief, not in a state of war and aggression against Muslims. In practical terms, all organizations and individuals who are at least two decades, it has turned into terror, are not Muslim. However, there are also Muslims among them. The phenomenon of suicide Assassinate, to some extent, but not exclusively, the origin of Islamic... About two suicide attacks can be brought to account, the Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka. It means that, much more than what can be attributed to Palestine.

As a result, religious approach cannot be comprehensive, explain the phenomenon of suicide Assassinate.

2- Psychological – social approach:

The studies that have been explicitly addressed in the analysis of the phenomenon of Assassinate, and especially (suicide Assassinate); mainly seeking to explain this phenomenon to occur from people who basically are the ones with personal problems and have not the ability to adapt their behavior to the community. No rationality, nor lies in the behavior of terrorists.

So firstly, basically this phenomenon is something irrational, and secondly, by any standard and rational approach to this phenomenon cannot be explained and analyzed. As a result, to date, leading experts in the field of psychology of terrorists, the terrorists are presented as untrained, unemployed, socially isolated and those who are in their teens and younger than 20 years old.

This approach is also evident in the analysis of the phenomenon of Assassinate is inefficient. Because the available evidence, particularly from 1980 onwards, than the shows mentioned above. Today we know that terrorists, especially suicide terrorists can be trained or untrained college, married or unmarried, Male or female, people are socially isolated or have strong ties. These can be in the range of 13 to 47.

In other words, although there may be a few people to become terrorists, but they are formed from a range of different life styles.

3- Philosophical approach:

Another approach, that is, the phenomenon of Assassinate has been analyzed, is a philosophical approach. There are contradictory views in this respect to the phenomenon of Assassinate, thinker’s mainly philosophical approach to analyzing the phenomenon of Assassinate, which are analyzed in terms of the concept of "violence".

One theory is that it is "explanation" violence "are paid, is" the theory of civilizations "theory from the perspective of civilization Violence is as follows:

"Contrary to the methods of application (norm)" falsify, or contrary to the nature of the human person, whether they are contrary to the nature of human society.

Or in other words, violence is the phrase: "Set against the nature and application of the guidance set out the theory of civilization, explain the reasons for the emergence of anthropological perspective. In their opinion, "the theory of civilization in which the anthropological theory, people have different causes and reasons of fear of nudity and out and entered the latency period and civilization. Morality, religion, culture and science of all the civilized human being, namely the suppression of instincts have helped him to break the norm conflict as a result of extreme violence is primitive and ill-informed. But there are other scholars who, in the recent history of the modern era, are a modern phenomenon analysis. His phenomenon of Assassinate is more concerned with the modern era. Jürgen Habermas and Jacques ripped, are among these thinkers.

Each of these thinkers in their own language to explain this phenomenon. Despite their obvious differences in their views are aligned relative to each other in some respects. Both thoughtful, insightful to know the beginning of modernity, which is currently the world. This approach, also in the analysis and understanding of the phenomenon of Assassinate, is deficient. Because, ultimately, can only explain the philosophical dimension of this phenomenon. While Assassinate is merely a philosophical problem for humanity, but since the assassination of an action, a social phenomenon and consequently, there is a question of privilege and power in the pursuit of targeted, and is a political issue for people and governments today.

4- Logical-rational approach:

Powerful analysis which, to date there has been to analyze the phenomenon of Assassinate; it is logical-rational approach. Robert Pip, Koch is one of those has to be thinking in this area, For him, the order of the rational approach - intellectual, the phenomenon of Assassinate, following a strategic logic of a "strategic". That is, firstly, Assassinate is purposeful, trying to achieve a political objective to be handled by terrorists. As a
result, Assassinate is the result of hatred or ill. Dogmatists unreasonable know people that have happened accidentally. It seeks to achieve certain goal that has been set by terrorists, occurs its purpose is to "use threats to force the government to change its policies of the government. That this particular cause, democratic governments to withdraw their forces from territory that the terrorists consider to be their homeland. On the other hand, points of view, Assassinate in the process of achieving their goals, measures are calculated, and try to be incurred while the lowest cost, highest inflict damage on the other side. The points of view, in this sense, Assassinate is useful to terrorists. Efficiency terrorist attacks, due entirely based on an analysis of costs and benefits is the most effective way in order to inflict maximum damage on the part of a terrorist organization, as applied to incur minimal cost. According to this logic, and rationality lies in its strategic, organizations like Al Qaeda, LTTE, the use of suicide attacks, neither unreasonable nor people are crazy. Generally Robert pips to prove their claims, based on the strategy of Assassinate. In their study, 188 cases of suicide terrorist attack in the world, will gather in the years 1980-2001 And explains that terrorist organizations, the attack was the work of the evaluation. At the same time are aware of its limitations. Finally, pips, gives 5 main findings, in order to establish the strategy of Assassinate (suicide).

First: Suicide Assassinate, seeks to achieve certain political goals Depending on the achievement of its objectives, Terrorist attacks are extremely high or low.

Second: Suicide terrorists, trying to push the design of modern democracy, to take territorial concessions.

Third: terrorists, Evaluates Assassinate as efficiently.

Fourth: Suicide Assassinate, the punishment applied against government targets, gradually to take, to compel them to surrender and yet, by threatening civilians, government security spending increases and tries to find a way to score more points.

Fifth: Finally, the most hopeful method for inhibition of suicide Assassinate, reduce the reliability of terrorists And on their ability to carry out such attacks, is on target communities.

Logical-rational approach, most of the existing approaches, trying to explain the phenomenon of Assassinate and contribute to our understanding of this phenomenon, however, this approach also has violations that refer to it: This approach cannot explain the situation and quality of mental terrorists, how about encouraging them to carry out terrorist acts, provides.

In other words, this approach cannot explain, the person in terms of intellectual equal, will need both hands to terrorist act.

In general, the approach is that, as they have paid, whichever is the only way, there seems to reveal to us the secret of this phenomenon.

But in the meantime, to some extent, logical-rational approach, as mentioned, the greater the ability of explanation and analysis

Conclusions:

The assassination attempt is not random, but purposive action has been delimited, which rationally, range of lethal violence, violent and non-lethal operations under the covers. Assassinate, the rational choice is a manifestation of his behavior. Because if only the intensity of the violence, without rational justification is based, has no chance of survival and support of its supporters, will be lost. For understanding Assassinate, purpose or motive is clearly a key element, the aim is to use fear or concern, to get the main target of their own behavior, but the definition of Assassinate, with the aim of blends, and shape our understanding of Assassinate. The extent ambiguous word, Assassinate, and other derivatives severe impact on the legitimacy of the political and academic debate, In this paper, we aim to discover a new reason for Assassinate or reduction of various elements of the social phenomenon is not just a problem Rather, it will not show how a theoretical structure can be organized in a system of behavior and tensions, helped and how the system is structured to achieve the objectives, the application will Assassinate, goal-oriented behavior, and terrorists, are people with behavior calculated, for certain purposes.

Such items of Assassinate the elements of the concept, cam formulated as follows:

1- Violence
2- Witting
3- Tend to destroy the places where the public is very hard to destroy it, and the somewhat uncommon
4- Symbolic and dramatic destruction, in order to deal with the ideology of the dominant majority
5- Proclaimed the unknown identity, although it is possible to organize a group identity, the agent belongs
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